RubyMine 2016.3.2 RC (build 163.10154.57)
Release Notes
No subsystem

Bug

RUBY-18911

opened singleton class nodes in find usages results (grouped by file structure)
are labeled "self"

Code Insight

Bug

RUBY-18878

Create property quick fix is missing

Cucumber

Bug

RUBY-18914

Cucumber undefined steps in case of regexp

IDE

Bug

RUBY-18809

Support changing language level for JRuby and Rubinius sdks

Plugin Reports

Bug

RUBY-19038

Can't create new gem application with new type of wizard

No subsystem

Bug

IDEA-162000 Create ability for void formatting blocks

Code Analysis.
Inspection

Bug

IDEA-163879 Code cleanup takes too much time and memory

Bug

IDEA-164850 Unable to save settings: Failed to save settings. Please restart IntelliJ IDEA

File System

Bug

IDEA-165018 Gradle project doesn't see the updated jar file after sibling Gradle module
artifact is rebuilt and stored in local m2 repo

Java.Inspections

Bug

IDEA-164896 Exception in IDEA core - inspections not running for certain files

RegExp

Bug

IDEA-165010 False positive: "Unclosed group reference" for backreference to a named
group in regex

Version Control.
Git

Bug

IDEA-163941 Git cherry-pick with commit-dialog shows diff for the cherry-picked commit
instead of the real diff of local changes

JavaScript.
Frameworks

Bug

WEB-24101

create-react-app does not work in IntelliJ IDEA

JavaScript.
Inspections

Bug

WEB-24491

Code analysis throws ClassCastException exception for Flowtype

Bug

WEB-23107

"Missing import statement" for JSON.stringify suddenly with WS-163.5219
(EAP)

IDE

Bug

PY-17836

Project Opening options are ignored, confirmation window is shown regardless
of settings

Plugin:
Deployment _
FTP..

Bug

WI-34264

Create New Project from Existing Source doesn't work for a new server

Project Model

Bug

CPP-8120

CLion doesn't reload Cmake project after import project from Welcome screen
or when missing CMakeLists is restored

Bug

CPP-7959

CMake console: Incorrect link in the warning/error when directory contains
spaces

Usability CPP-7531

CMake tool window is activated and error icons updated only after all
generation finishes

Usability CPP-7974

CMake Output: Make CMake errors more visible

Usability CPP-8004

Set CLion's project name from CMake's ${PROJECT_NAME}

